
 

Study of freedom will in will

Sahra Gil asgari*,  

The roll of the will is very important in legal actions ،and the loss of determination is
due to the lack the principle of determination is one the most important legal
principles ،and according to this principle ،contract commitments are merely caused
by the will of the contracting parties. the problem is that the principle of the
determination of the will to be in the will of the ruler ? is he person of the testator
able to enjoy the will of the full will or some factors to bound the testator will ? In
irans right ، the share and influence of the ion with regard to the testator effects is
only in the third part of the effects. Some factors like maintaining the rights of the
heirs، public order ، good morals، order custom، third – party rights are the limit in
the will of the pause ، and they are bound to be the right to be a surplus of this share
is considered to be his legal heirs and due to the preservation of the rights of the
heirs the will is a surplus of property of the heirs ، in case of the lack of legal people
lack of heir have no limit to the extent of the will ، because the philosophy of the
testators limit is to maintain the rights . if a person in the time of life transferred his
property to his death according to the matter of ten civil laws in the format of the will
، there is no limit to his transfer property.
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